Kaon decay experiments had considerable impact in motivating and validating the model of Kobayashi and Maskawa. We review these along with ones performing precision studies of CKM matrix elements and searching for physics outside the Standard Model. In this paper, we will review the role of neutral kaon experiments in motivating and testing the Kobayashi and Maskawa model. The discussion begins with a brief review of the features of neutral kaon system that have made it a unique laboratory for testing discrete symmetries in weak interactions. The following sections will describe studies of CP violation in neutral kaons including the search for direct CP violation. We will also review past and future efforts to use kaon decays to make precise measurements of CKM matrix elements. §2. Neutral kaons and CP violation The neutral kaon was first observed by Rochester and Butler using a cloud chamber in 1947. 1) Figure 1 shows a photograph of the first detected "V" particle. 2) We now know that this image shows the decay of a neutral kaon to π + π − , but we cannot tell whether it was a K 0 (sd) or K 0 (sd). This ambiguity is the key to * )
§1. Introduction
Kaons have played a central role in the development of the theory of quark mixing. Most importantly, perhaps, was the 1964 observation of CP violation, which presented the problem that motivated Kobayashi and Maskawa to consider a model with 3 generations of quarks. That model, now referred to as the Cabibbo-KobayashiMaskawa (CKM) model, accommodated CP violation in a natural way with a single CP violating quantity. Unfortunately, for many years, there was only a single CP violating observable, the parameter , which describes the CP asymmetry in K 0 -K 0 mixing, providing no real test of the model. For the next 30 years, the search for direct CP violation (also predicted by the CKM model), the decay of the CP odd component of the K L to the CP -even ππ final state, motivated many of the experiments done in the kaon system. In this paper, we will review the role of neutral kaon experiments in motivating and testing the Kobayashi and Maskawa model. The discussion begins with a brief review of the features of neutral kaon system that have made it a unique laboratory for testing discrete symmetries in weak interactions. The following sections will describe studies of CP violation in neutral kaons including the search for direct CP violation. We will also review past and future efforts to use kaon decays to make precise measurements of CKM matrix elements. §2.
Neutral kaons and CP violation
The neutral kaon was first observed by Rochester and Butler using a cloud chamber in 1947. 1) Figure 1 shows a photograph of the first detected "V" particle. 2) We now know that this image shows the decay of a neutral kaon to π + π − , but we cannot tell whether it was a K 0 (sd) or K 0 (sd). This ambiguity is the key to kaon's unique properties. Since the K 0 and K 0 have common decay modes, they can mix into each other through second-order weak processes that changes strangeness by 2. The physical states that decay will therefore be mixtures of the K 0 and K 0 .
Assuming CP invariance, these states are
where CP |K even = +|K even and CP |K odd = −|K odd . The CP -even state almost always decays to pairs of pions. Since the CP -odd state cannot decay to the two-pion final state, it should have a longer lifetime than the CP -even state. Gell-Mann and Pais 3) predicted the existence of the long-lived neutral kaon, which had not yet been observed, based on this argument. * ) Lederman and collaborators 4) quickly searched for and observed the predicted particle with a lifetime 580 times longer than that of the short-lived neutral kaon.
The large lifetime difference between the long and short-lived neutral kaons makes it easy to produce a beam of the long-lived, CP -odd state: an experiment may be placed far from a target so that all of the short-lived state has decayed away. Such an experiment was performed by Christenson, Cronin, Fitch, and Turlay in 1963 to investigate an anomalous result on regeneration of K even mesons. They also planned to test CP invariance by obtaining a better limit on K odd → π + π − . To their surprise, they observed about 45 decays of the long-lived neutral kaon to π + π − , establishing the existence of CP violation. 5) Already in 1967, connections between CP violation and the early Universe were made, most notably in Sakharov's famous paper on the generation of the baryon asymmetry. Aside from Sakharov's paper, CP violation was essentially unconnected to the rest of physics, somewhat akin to the relationship of gravity to the rest of particle physics. It was important and prompted many ideas about further studies of kaon decays, but it was such a small effect that it was hard to understand if it had any broad implications for particle physics. The model of Kobayashi and Maskawa, discussed in the following section, provided a mechanism to integrate CP violation naturally into the quark sector. §3. Interpretations of K L → ππ decays
Mechanism of CP violation in neutral kaon system
After the discovery of CP violation, the forbidden K L → π + π − decay was demonstrated to be caused mainly (and perhaps exclusively) by an unequal mixture of K 0 and K 0 components in the K L state:
The K even component can decay to the CP even π + π − state without violating the CP symmetry in the decay process. Let us briefly describe a basic mechanism to generate such an imbalance between K 0 and K 0 in the K L state, referred to as indirect CP violation. In the following, we assume CP T symmetry. A wave function of a particle with mass m and the decay width Γ is
and its Schrödinger equation is
For a neutral kaon, the wave function is expanded to have two components, 6) where the top and bottom elements show the K 0 and K 0 amplitudes, respectively.
The Schrödinger equation is then written as
The first and second matrices are called the mass matrix and decay matrix, respectively. CP T symmetry requires the same mass and decay width for K 0 and
is the sum of amplitudes of 
The unequal mixture of K 0 and K 0 in K L was proven experimentally by ob-
, where N ± is the number of semileptonic decay events with e ± , and proved that the K 0 component is Note that the final state interaction phase does not flip its sign because it is independent of the initial state. The π + π − and π 0 π 0 systems have isospin I 3 = 0, and consist of I = 0 and I = 2 states:
(3 . 14) The direct CP violating amplitudes are then
In general, the relative contribution of direct CP violation, ππ|H|K odd / ππ|H|K even , is different for π + π − and π 0 π 0 decays. In terms of the measurable K L and K S states, the ratios are
= + , and (3 . 21)
by using |A 2 | |A 0 | where
ReA 0 , and (3 . 24)
Thus, if arg A 0 = arg A 2 and δ 0 = δ 2 , we can see a ratio difference between π + π − and π 0 π 0 decay modes. Experimentally, we measure the double ratio of decay widths:
If R = 1, it demonstrates the existence of direct CP violation.
Kobayashi-Maskawa model
In 1973, Kobayashi-Maskawa showed that CP violation can be produced naturally if there are three generations of quarks. 9) Equation (3 . 28) shows the CabibboKobayashi-Maskawa matrix written in terms of the Wolfenstein parameters (λ, A, ρ, η): 10)
where λ is the Cabibbo angle and η parameterizes any CP violation. In this model, which became a part of the Standard Model, a box diagram ( Fig. 4(a) ) that changes K 0 to K 0 with a t quark has a complex amplitude proportional to −λ
Since a box diagram with two intermediate c quarks has an amplitude proportional to λ 2 , it can introduce an imaginary part of about
In addition, the Standard Model predicts that there can be direct CP violation. A second-order penguin diagram with a t quark, as shown in Fig. 4(c) , can introduce an additional phase into the decay. While a K → ππ tree diagram, as shown in Fig. 4(b) , has an amplitude ∼ V us V * ud ∝ λ, the amplitude of the penguin diagram is
Therefore, a non-zero value of Re( / ) would support the Cabibbo-KobayashiMaskawa Model and reject the Superweak Model as the sole source of CP violation. In this section, we will give a brief history of measurements of Re( / ).
The early era: 1965 -1980
Attempts to look for a direct CP violation effect in 2π decays began immediately after the discovery of CP violation. The challenge was to detect the neutral pions while distinguishing them from copious backgrounds with photons. The two most precise experiments prior to the paper by Kobayashi and Maskawa were both published in 1972; one was a CERN experiment led by Carlo Rubbia 11) and the other a Princeton experiment led by Jim Cronin. 12) Each found a null result with a precision around 2% (in Re( / )).
The first calculation of the parameter that we are aware of was published by Ellis, Gaillard, and Nanopoulos 13) in 1976. Their calculation was done in the framework of the Kobayashi-Maskawa model, which provided a connection between quark mixing and CP violation. By now, we know that nature does exploit such a connection, but at that time, this idea was not universally accepted. This Ellis, Gaillard, and Nanopoulos paper, together with subsequent ones by Gilman and Hagelin 14) and others, provided motivation for the next round of experiments. Although there were significant uncertainties, the predicted level of about Re( / ) = 2 × 10 −3 gave some guidance to the experimenters. 
The intermediate years: 1980 -1995
a K L beam through material made of matter (N ) changes the balance of K 0 and K 0 , "regenerating" a K S component.) Then the ratio of the decay rates in the two beams is, to first order, proportional to either
, depending if one is detecting charged or neutral pions. The final states were detected then with large planar drift chambers and a lead-glass array. The experiment collected about 3000 K L → π 0 π 0 decays. It was limited by a large neutron halo, which was about an order of magnitude greater than expected.
At around the same time, a group at BNL began their own experiment 16) with the same goal: finding another source of CP violation. This experiment also used lead glass and a regenerator, and collected about 1000 K L → π 0 π 0 decays.
Measurement errors for both these experiments were dominated by statistics and while not making a positive detection, both significantly improved on the earlier generation of experiments, as can be seen in Fig. 5 .
Later in this period, new efforts were born to further pursue direct CP violation. The E731 group at Fermilab built new wire chambers and reused the lead glass from E617; they also cleaned up the beam significantly.
The NA31 effort at CERN was launched with the novel idea of using no magnet, relying only on calorimetry to distinguish the decay modes from background. They ran at separate times to collect K S or K L decays. During the K S run, a produc- tion target was moved inside the decay region to mimic the flat K L decay vertex distribution. In this era, there were also two new "collider" experiments: CPLEAR at CERN producing K 0 via pp → K 0 K − π + , and KLOE at Frascati producing
Clearly the question was of great interest! Figure 6 shows the results on Re( / ) for E731, NA31, and all following experiments. After a first result from E731 in 1987, 17) NA31 18) presented "evidence" for direct CP violation, a result at exactly 3σ. The final result by E731 19) was consistent with 0 within 1.2σ, while that by NA31 20) was 3.5σ away from 0.
The last generation, 1995 -2009: KTeV and NA48
The most recent Fermilab and CERN experiments used approaches that were similar in many respects but with important differences. The FNAL group in KTeV continued using basically the same technique as the earlier FNAL experiment, collecting decays from side-by-side K L and K S beams simultaneously. Especially at higher intensities, they did not want to separately normalize these two different decay modes, with such different conditions in the detectors. The CERN group also moved to a double-beam experiment with NA48. By this time, the theoretical predictions were at the level of a few times 10 −4 , setting a scale for the experiments.
The experimental challenge in measuring Re( / ) with a sensitivity of 10 −4 was to collect millions of each of the four decay modes in Eq. (3 . 27), and to understand relative acceptances between different modes at better than the 10 −3 level. Both KTeV (Fig. 7) and NA48 (Fig. 8 ) collected all 4 decay modes simultaneously using two beams -one for K L decays and one for K S decays. Each detector included a long, evacuated decay region, followed by a charged spectrometer and a very precise electromagnetic calorimeter. The KTeV calorimeter used pure CsI crystals and NA48 used liquid krypton. Both calorimeters had excellent energy and position resolution; the average energy resolution was better than 1% and the average position resolution was about 1 mm for both experiments. The performance of these calorimeters was crucial to the success of the experiments because the reconstructed position of decays along the beamline depends directly on the energy scale of the calorimeter. The excellent energy resolution also reduced background for both the π + π − and π 0 π 0 decay modes. The principal difference between KTeV and NA48 was the method used to produce K S decays. KTeV used a regenerator in one of the two beams to produce a K S component through coherent regeneration. The KTeV regenerator was fully active to reduce the background from inelastic interactions. Figure 9 illustrates the interference of K L and K S downstream of the regenerator. NA48 used a bent crystal to transport a small fraction of protons that did not interact in the primary (K L ) target to a secondary (K S ) target close to the experiment. A time coincidence between the detector (e.g., the calorimeter for the K → 2π 0 decay mode) and a counter placed in the proton beam upstream of the K S target was used to identify K S decays. Figure 10 shows the time difference between the tagging counter and the detector for charged and neutral decays.
The difference between the K L and K S lifetimes means that the distribution of decay positions along the beam (z) direction will be very different for the K L and K S decays which must be compared to extract Re( / ). Figure 11 shows z distributions from KTeV for the 4 decay modes. KTeV corrected for the variation in detector acceptance as a function of z with a Monte Carlo simulation. The quality of the simulation was studied using distributions from both the 2π decays, as well as higher statistics K L → 3π 0 , and K L → πeν decays. * ) NA48 greatly reduced the necessary acceptance correction by reweighting K L decays to have the same z distribution as K S decays (see Fig. 12 ). In exchange, it increased the statistical uncertainty in the result by about a factor of 2.
KTeV published its first result in 1999; it was 6.8 standard deviations from * ) The acceptance correction amounts to ∼ 5%, which comes mainly from a geometrical piece with negligible uncertainty. More subtle features of the detector response near edges, the effects of cuts in the analysis, etc, amount to a correction of only about 3 × 10 −4 in Re( / ).
Fig. 11. KTeV comparison of the vacuum beam z distributions for data (dots) and MC (histogram).
The data-to-MC ratios on the right are fit to a line, and the slopes are shown.
zero, 21) enough to claim that the effect was "established". This analysis was done "blind", with an unknown offset added which was only removed after all cuts and acceptance criteria and systematic error studies had been completed. In that same year, NA48 presented its first result, 22) between that from E731 and NA31, and agreeing well with both. It should be noted that this result appeared before CP violation was first observed in the B meson system. 23), 24) The final results of the experiments are 25), 26)
These measurements agree at the 1.5 sigma level, and clearly demonstrate the existence of direct CP violation. A weighted average of all measurements gives Re( / ) = (16.8 ± 1.4) × 10 −4 with a confidence level of 13%.
Although these experiments were designed to measure Re( / ), they also have made greatly improved measurements of many parameters of the neutral kaon system. For example, both KTeV and NA48 made measurements of the K S lifetime that are more precise than the average of all previous measurements. KTeV also measured the interference pattern downstream of the regenerator (see Fig. 9 ) to make precise measurements of the K L − K S mass difference, and to measure the relative phases between the CP violating and CP conserving decay amplitudes for 
We note that tremendous progress has been made: the early experiments collected about 100 K L decays to π 0 π 0 ; E731 had 30 times more: 3100 events; and the full KTeV sample has about 6 million K L → π 0 π 0 events. The large increase in statistics was matched by a great improvement in control of systematic uncertainties (using event reweighting in NA48 and a Monte Carlo simulation of acceptance in KTeV). The investment in understanding detector performance for the measurement of Re( / ) also laid the groundwork for a host of additional measurements, such as the measurement of V us described in the following section. §5. Measurements of V us : Testing CKM unitarity Kaon experiments have also played a key role in testing the consistency of the CKM model. In particular, kaon decays are used to determine V us = λ, which is a critical ingredient in determinations of other parameters and in CKM unitarity tests.
The first row of the Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa matrix provides the stringent test of the unitarity of the matrix. For about 20 years, measurements deviated from unitarity at the 2 sigma level. For example, the PDG 2002 review 27) quoted 1−(|V ud | 2 +|V us | 2 +|V ub | 2 ) = 0.0043±0.0019. |V us |, which contributes an uncertainty of 0.0010 to this unitarity test, is determined from charged and neutral semileptonic kaon (K 3) decay rates:
Here, refers to either e or μ, G F is the Fermi constant, M K is the kaon mass, f + (0) is the calculated form factor at zero momentum transfer for the ν system, and I K is the phase-space integral, which depends on measured semileptonic form factors. There are additional factors for radiative corrections and to account for difference between charged and neutral kaons. Until recently, most determinations of |V us | were based only on K → πeν decays; K → πμν decays were not been used because of large uncertainties in I μ K . The experimental measurements are the semileptonic decay widths (based on the semileptonic branching fractions and lifetime) and form factors (allowing calculation of the phase space integrals). Theory is needed for f + (0) and radiative corrections.
Many new measurements during the last few years have resulted in a significant shift in V us . Most importantly, recent measurements of the K → πeν branching fractions are significantly different than earlier PDG averages, probably as a result of inadequate treatment of radiation in older experiments. This effect was first observed by BNL E865 28) in the charged kaon system and then by KTeV 29), 30) in the neutral kaon system; subsequent measurements were made by KLOE, 31)-34) NA48, 35)-37) and ISTRA+. 38) Current averages (e.g., by the PDG 39) or Flavianet 40) ) of the semileptonic branching fractions are based only on recent, high-statistics experiments where the treatment of radiation is clear. In addition to measurements of branching fractions, new measurements of lifetimes 41) and form factors, 42)-46) have resulted in improved precision for all of the experimental inputs to V us . Precise measurements of form factors for K μ3 decay now make it possible to use both semileptonic decay modes to extract V us .
Averaging recent kaon experiments and using the Leutwyler-Roos calculation of f + (0) gives 47) |V us | = λ = 0.2255 ± 0.0019.
Combining this result with the value of V ud from superallowed nuclear beta decays, 47) V ud = 0.97418 ± 0.00027, gives excellent agreement with unitarity, |V ud | 2 + |V us | 2 + |V ub | 2 = 0.9991 (10) , and provides strong confirmation of CKM model. §6. Measurements of ρ and η: Searching for physics beyond the Standard Model
After the Kobayashi-Maskawa mechanism for CP violation was established by the observation of a non-zero Re( / ) in kaon decays and CP violating asymmetries in B meson decays, K and B experiments shifted their focus to the precise determination of the ρ and η parameters, and the search for new physics beyond the Standard Model. If the Kobayashi-Maskawa mechanism were the only source of the CP violation, then all the measurements should give consistent values of ρ and η. We know, however, that the CP violation mechanism in the Standard Model is not large enough to explain the matter dominance in the universe. Effects of new physics processes, which could provide additional sources of CP violation, depend on the decays, and therefore could make the "measured ρ and η parameters" inconsistent between different physics processes. New kaon experiments are focusing on K → πνν decay modes because they have small theoretical uncertainties. 48) (Re( / ) is proportional to η, but hadronic uncertainties are too large to extract a meaningful value of η in spite of the precise measurements.) The K → πνν decay modes proceed through a penguin diagram as shown in Fig. 13 . In the Standard Model, the amplitude is dominated by t quark in the loop. Since quarks from three generations, d, s and t, are involved, the decay amplitude has an imaginary part of the CKM matrix,
Therefore a measurement of BR(K L → π 0 νν) determines the height of the unitarity triangle, η, as shown in Fig. 14 . The branching ratio is predicted to be (2.76±0.40)× 10 −11 , based on currently known Standard Model parameters. 49) The intrinsic theoretical uncertainty on the η measurement is 2.8%. For the K + → π + νν decay mode, the branching ratio is proportional to |V td | 2 with a correction for the c quark contribution. Thus, it effectively measures one of the sides of the unitarity triangle. The estimated branching ratio is (8.5±0.7)×10 −11 with a theoretical uncertainty of 5%. 50) If there is another source of CP violation, particles related to the new physics can enter the penguin diagram for K → πνν decays and change the branching ratios from the Standard Model predictions. For example, various SUSY models, 51) littlest Higgs model, 52), 53) four-generation quark model, 54) etc., predict a wide range of branching ratios. The K L → π 0 νν branching fraction is only constrained by the Grossman-Nir bound, 55) BR(K L → π 0 νν) < 1.4 × 10 −9 (90% CL), set by applying an isospin rotation to the measured K + → π + νν branching ratio.
In order to see the deviation from the Standard Model prediction, we need precise measurements of the unitarity triangle parameters for comparison. For example, the B → J/Ψ K S time-dependent CP asymmetry provides a precise measurement of the φ 1 = β in the Standard Model.
In the following sections, we will introduce experiments for the K L → π 0 νν and
The signature of K L → π 0 νν decay is two photons from a π 0 decay coming from a neutral beam with missing transverse momentum from the νν. The major background is the K L → π 0 π 0 decay, where two of the four photons are missed due to detector inefficiencies. Therefore, the decay region should be covered hermetically by photon detectors. A high intensity K L beam is also needed to observe the K L → π 0 νν decay because of the very small branching ratio.
KEK E391a experiment
The KEK E391a experiment was the first experiment dedicated for the K L → π 0 νν decay mode. Figure 15 shows the E391a detector. The energy and hit position of two photons from the decay were measured with the pure CsI calorimeter located downstream of the decay region. The decay region was covered with a hermetic photon veto detector made of Pb and scintillator. Another set of photon detectors were located downstream of the calorimeter to detect photons escaping through a beam hole in the calorimeter. In order to suppress π 0 s produced by beam neutrons interacting with residual gas, the decay region was evacuated to 10 −5 Pa. Most of the detector components were placed inside the vacuum tank, since otherwise the vacuum tank would absorb photons before hitting the detector. Based on no observed events inside the signal region, a limit of BR(K L → π 0 νν) < 6.7 × 10 −8 (90% CL) was set. 56) 6.1.2. J-PARC E14 K O TO experiment J-PARC E14 K O TO experiment is being prepared to observe K L → π 0 νν events. J-PARC is a new accelerator complex in Japan designed to deliver 3×10 14 30 GeV/c protons every 3.3 s.
The experiment uses a completely redesigned neutral beamline to suppress beam halo neutrons, and utilizes the existing E391a detector but with many modifications. To improve background rejection, the CsI crystals in the electromagnetic calorimeter will be replaced by much finer and longer CsI crystals used by the Fermilab KTeV experiment. A new photon veto with lead and aerogel modules will be used to veto photons escaping down the beam hole in the calorimeter, while being insensitive to neutrons in the beam. The waveform of all the detector elements will be recorded to understand events fully in a high rate environment.
With 2 × 10 14 protons per spill and 3 × 10 7 s of running time, the experiment expects to observe 3.5 Standard Model signal events with an S/N ratio of 1.4. 57) After the E14 experiment, the plan is to make an optimized neutral beam line with a smaller targeting angle (to get a higher K L yield) and larger detector to collect > 100 signal events.
K
The signature of the K + → π + νν decay is a single π + coming from the K + . Major backgrounds are K + → π + π 0 with two missing photons, K + → μ + ν with misidentifying μ + as π + , etc.
BNL E787/E949 experiments
The decay K + → π + νν was first observed by BNL E787, and by the succeeding E949 experiment. They stopped K + in a target, and looked for a single π + from the decay. Using stopped kaons made charged particles from two-body decay background events have a unique momentum, while the signal events had a wider spectrum. The target was surrounded by a spectrometer and range counters to identify π + using the momentum, range and energy. In addition, the π + → μ + → e + decay chain was traced to help identify the π + . In total, they observed 7 events, and measured BR(K + → π + νν) = (1.73 
CERN NA62 experiment
The new CERN NA62 experiment 59) takes a completely different approach to make a more accurate measurement of the branching ratio of K + → π + νν. This experiment is designed to observe π + s decaying from K + s in flight, instead of from stopped kaons. By not having a kaon stopping target which produces extra particles, the experiment can run at higher intensity. Figure 16 shows the plan view of the experiment. Charged kaons in the 75 GeV/c 800 MHz beam are selected by a differential Cerenkov counter. The π + s from the decay are identified by a fast ring imaging Cerenkov counter. Backgrounds with photons are suppressed by a series of annular photon veto counters and a liquid Kr calorimeter placed downstream. The momenta of the π + s are measured with a magnetic spectrometer. The position and direction of incoming K + s are measured with a special tracking device capable of running in a high intensity beam. This allows a high resolution measurement of the missing mass, M 2 miss = P 2 K − P 2 π , to suppress backgrounds kinematically. With one year of running, the experiment plans to collect 65 signal events with 9 background events. §7.
Conclusion
The neutral kaon has been studied for more than 60 years and continues to be a unique source of information about basic symmetries of nature. One fascinating aspect of the neutral kaon system is that their interactions with all four forces can be studied precisely (see Table I ). Their mass comes from the strong interaction; the K L − K S mass difference from the weak interaction; they have a charge radius 
